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Research Background & Objectives
Specific objectives include:
Wunderman is in the process of developing a
new loyalty program on behalf of their client,
Zoetis, an animal health company, designed
to support pet owners along the path to good
health for their pets, with Zoetis products as a
key part of their care.

Evaluate how effective the site is in communicating
and executing its overall function.

Determine how well the site leads users to register,
create a profile, enter receipts, order a rewards card,
and load a rewards card.

In developing this program, the team is
interested in testing a website prototype for
desktop and mobile to understand how well it
communicates the functionalities and content
of the program.

Locate areas of challenge and frustration, as well as
areas of high value and appeal.
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Methodology

Respondent Profiles

Sachs conducted one-on-one interviews
with a total of thirteen (13) participants: six
(6) in-person Mobile device interviews and
seven (7) remote Desktop interviews.

25 to 64 years

Open to loyalty programs

Pet owners with at least 1 but no
more than 4 inside dogs, with a
variety of breeds and sizes

Mix of gender, HHI, education,
ethnicity and geography

All get annual checkups, required
vaccinations from a licensed
veterinary practice

In each interview, participants:

Pros:
Cons:

Participants first described their current
attitude towards pet wellness and medicine
purchasing process, then detailed their
current experience with loyalty rewards
programs, both pet-related and otherwise.

Following this, they explored a prototype of the
website either on a mobile device or through a
web browser to gauge expectations and
reactions on attractive features and potential
pain points.
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Finally, participants shared their
overall thoughts on the website as
well as the impact it would have on
their experience purchasing pet
wellness products.

Key Findings
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An endorsement from the vet gives confidence the loyalty program is
worthwhile, while more information is needed without one.
Learning about the program at the vet – either verbally or from a
sign/brochure – provides authenticity, removing many concerns or
questions that could arise surrounding the quality of the program.

Progra
m!

Regardless of how they learn
about the program, common
questions they want
answered before registering
are:

If they discover the program on their own (e.g. through the
website), they would need additional details to verify the
quality and legitimacy of the program.

•
•
•
•
•

How does the program work?
What products qualify for this program?
How do I earn and redeem rewards?
How much can I save with this program?
How does the point conversion work?
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“I get what the vet tells me - he
makes recommendations based
on his clinic. I’ve been with my
vet for 10 years now, so I trust
his judgement.” – Jaimie,
Desktop

“I might look at get help or FAQ first to
find out more. ” – David, Mobile
“I’m not sure what the offers would be,
maybe offers on pet services - discounts
on grooming, pet trips, checkups, general
medicine and supplies, to show you all the
things you can get in one place.” – Jose,
Mobile

• What can I spend these rewards on?
• Are these for online purchases only?
• How do the participating products
compare to my current medication?
• Are others signing up for it and finding
it valuable?

Implications and Recommendations
Encourage vets to promote the program (verbally and through signage) to promote sign-up and
reduce skepticism of benefits.

For those who discover the site on their own, consider adding written endorsements by vets or
veterinarian associations. If possible, listing participating vets for customers to locate their own.

Offer an FAQ detailing the specifics of the program, including answers to questions such as:
• Which purchases qualify?
• How much is a Paw Point worth?
• What is the “math” that makes this
program worth my time?

•
•
•
•
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Which vets participate?
What can I spend my points on?
Where can I reach out to for help?
How do I order and load my card?

Most would sign up for the loyalty program to save money.
They value the opportunity to save money on products and services
for their pets.
All purchase prescriptions from their veterinarian, which tend to be
expensive.
They want to “do the math” before signing up to ensure the rewards
earned are worth the effort.
• They seek out the offer details to try to confirm how the cost of the eligible
products translate into cash back.
• Several find “Paw Points” confusing as they struggle to make the
calculations. They prefer to see the dollar amount that the Paw Points are
worth.
• Price comparison plays a significant role for preventative medications – if
they can find a similar product cheaper elsewhere (e.g. a pet store for flea
and tick), some may do so.
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“When comparing products I'd
probably see how much I pay at my vet,
and go to Amazon and see if its a
better deal, and if it is, I'd buy it then. I
would check and make sure the price is
reasonable.” – Karen, Desktop

“I'd kind of want to see the breakdown of
the math if I went ahead and signed up.
Like, does it take a thousand dollars to get
50 Paw Points? I'd wanna see some of the
math behind it.” – David, Desktop

“A program for flea and tick medications
– those need to be maintained and can
be expensive, so a rewards program for
either would actually be beneficial.” –
Mollie, Desktop

Implications and Recommendations
Emphasize the monetary benefits of this program upfront, since many see the
primary value of this program to be saving money.

Provide clear and simple conversion information that calculates precisely how this
program will save them money.

Consider showing comparisons to other known brands and the differences of savings to
prove monetary benefit.
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The participating products impact their interest in the program.
Many assume the program is intended for owners with older animals who
have more medical issues and spend more money.
They are pleasantly surprised that preventative medications (e.g. for flea
and tick, heartworm) are included in the program.
“Is this the best
product?”

Those that are already
purchasing these
products enjoy seeing
how much they can
save and are the most
open to signing up.

Those who have not yet purchased
these products want reassurance
that the participating items are of
higher or equal quality to other
available options as they want what
is best for their pet.

“I would at least ask the vet about it if a product was comparable or better
and if there are benefits compared to what we are doing. When it comes to
our pets’ health - a difference of $10, $20 or $100 wouldn’t persuade me to
choose one over another if it wasn't beneficial.” – Matthew, Desktop

“I like that participating products are here - then I can see if the brands I
even use are in there because if there's something that's not of use to me
then I can figure out if it’s worth my time.”- Mollie - Desktop
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Implications and Recommendations
Reinforce messaging that preventative medications are a part of the program early on to
capitalize on interest in saving on this group of products.

For current buyers, ensure that participating products are clearly presented, so they can
check to see that what they buy is listed and can continue to see how much they can save.

For prospective buyers, make it easy to find the medications included and to learn more
about them, as they would need to know this before exploring deals and signing up.
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Many struggle to understand how the program works from end-to-end.

Most expect offers in this program to apply as an immediate discount rather than a points
redemption system for cash back rewards.

Expectations set by other loyalty
programs leave many unsure which
model this program will follow.

Convenience store model
Points automatically accumulated
over a long period of time before
being redeemed

Instant rebate discount model
Discount or savings redeemed
or applied immediately

After learning how the program works, some feel like it involves too much effort and expect more
automation for earning and using rewards.
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Implications and Recommendations
Provide greater clarity about how the program works on the site (home page and FAQ) and in
messaging/advertising (posters and brochures).
Consider a step-by-step outline of how the program works:

Purchase a
participating
medication

Create an
account on the
website

Upload receipts
to earn Paw
Points

Order
reloadable
debit card

Load Rewards
onto debit card
once it arrives

Spend at your
veterinarian’s office on
products/services

Explore opportunities for automation in the future (e.g. automatic loading to card).
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Key Findings by Page
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Overall, the home page successfully surfaces key info for visitors to learn
about the program and encourages Sign Up.
Sign Up is easily found by participants on both days of
research.

Day 1: Mobile

Day 2: Desktop

“It immediately asks you for sign up. I'd
probably want more information before I
hit the sign up button.” – Frank, Desktop

Many don’t expect buttons with alternate labels like
“Get Started” or “Activate Your Promise” will lead to
sign up.
Most feel like they are being driven to sign up before
understanding the program, and several are unsure
exactly how the program works once they register.
While “Pets Come First,” “The Pet Promise,” and “A
Path to Wellness” convey a sense that the program
cares for their pets, it is unclear whether they are
separate from or part of the loyalty program.
Page break

“The “Pets Come First” doesn’t really
resonate with me. It doesn’t tell me what
I'm looking at. The text below does kind of,
but it’s more elusive. I’d want something
more straightforward, or I probably
wouldn’t engage.” – Mollie, Desktop

Recommendations:
➢ Consistent labeling of Sign Up CTAs may reduce the chance of disappointment when they click and expect something else.
➢ Clarify the purpose of content for Pets Come First, The Pet Promise, and A Path to Wellness.
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Many want additional information on the Home Page to help them
envision the full scope of the program.
Day 1: Mobile

Day 2: Desktop
“Maybe add in
that you’ll have
to upload your
receipt after
your purchase
at the vet. Let
people know
that you have
to go that little
extra step.” –
Jaimie, Desktop

On the Home page, the Day 2 “Rewarding
Loyalty” description offers a clearer description
of the program than Day 1 by:
Presenting an overall description of the program
under “Pets Come First”
Stating how much a Paw Point is worth in
“Rewarding Loyalty”
Clarifying what to buy in order to earn points

“But how do
you get a Paw
Point? Because
it just tells you
for 50 points
you unlock 5
dollars in
rewards.”
– Matthew,
Desktop

Despite these improvements, participants still
want to see more details about the technicalities
of the program here.

Recommendations:
➢ Provide more detail about how the program works in the “Rewarding Loyalty” section, such as end-to-end steps for earning,
redeeming, and spending rewards.
➢ Consider adding a “Learn More” button instead of a “Get Started” with more specifics about the program, including Offer details.
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Combining “Products” and “Offers” into “Participating Products & Offers”
clarifies where to find key information needed before sign-up.
Before signing up, they want to know:

Day 1: Mobile

Day 2: Desktop

• Which brands participate
• How much they can save
The separate “All Offers” and “All Products”
sections on Day 1 created confusion:
• Some thought the products were there for
online purchase.
• Many overlooked the “Offers” page and
therefore did not find the Offer details page.
The Day 2 consolidation of the “Offers” and
“Products” is well received, as they expect these
pieces of information to be tied together.

“I would probably click on the
button below Offers to browse
through their participating brands.”
– Rosel, Desktop

“I would look at participating product's and offers - I would
definitely use that to know if my products apply.”
— Jaimie, Desktop

Recommendations:
➢ Proceed with the Day 2 approach of having one “Participating Products & Offers” section.
➢ Potentially retitle the banner “Offers” to “Participating Products & Offers” to underscore where to find participating brands.
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“Participating Products & Offers” page is easily understood and
successfully reveals the breadth of medications included.
Benefit filters are readily noticed and appreciated
for showing a high-level view of the types of
medications offered.

Day 1: Mobile

Day 2: Desktop

“All Products”

“Participating Products & Offers”

Only a few clicked on the filters, but scrolling
through products to explore the page is clear.
The Day 2 approach of having “Product Details”
and “Offer Details” next to each product,
increased discovery of that content compared to
the “Learn More” on Day 1.

Recommendations:
➢ Continue with Day 2 approach to promote product details and offers in one place.
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“Product Detail” pages provide the appropriate information for those
researching the product.
Day 2: Desktop

The content presented on this page is highly valued
since customers want to investigate how any
medication would impact the wellbeing of their pet.

“It tells me what the
product is, how its
used, frequency, a
customer review and
how it works. I would
be looking to know
I’m making the right
purchase. With
something like
medicine, I like to
know exactly what
I’m getting.”
–Jose, Mobile

In addition to seeing information on what the product
is and how to use it, several requested to see side
effects, ingredient lists, and customer reviews.
While related offers (and products) are appreciated,
they are most interested in seeing the relevant offer
for the specific product.
Sign-up buttons here are less noticed since they want
to learn more about the product and if it is right for
them before signing up.
Page Break

Recommendations:
➢ Consider providing additional information about the product such as ingredients, side effects, etc.
➢ Ensure that a link to the specific product’s offer page is shown, and consider a separate section for Related Products and Offers.
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“Offer Detail” pages lead many to sign up, as details about how the
program works are more clearly illustrated.
Day 2: Desktop

They appreciate the conversion table as it explains exactly how much they would save.
• Some still struggle to “do the math” to determine how much money they would get in
return for what they spend.
Most expect this type of information about qualifying products and how to earn rewards to
come sooner in the process, as it helps to clarify how the process actually works.
That said, most say that they would sign up after seeing this page, since it tells them how it
works and what their savings would be.

Recommendations:
➢ Consider surfacing conversion examples on the homepage – such as via a direct link, to convey how the program works.
➢ Consider emphasizing the dollar amount over the number of Paw Points.
➢ Add a link back to the “Product Detail” page for those looking to review the specifics of the medication.
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The Registration Process is considered intuitive overall and meets the
varied preferences for completing now or finishing later.
Sign Up

•
•

The options to register are clear – they
•
appreciate choice for social sign-in vs.
email.
Some expect (and want) to be able to
verify their email address after signing up
to prevent fraudulent accounts.

Registration Cont’d

All are comfortable volunteering this
information.

Finish Account Details?

•
•

Most prefer to complete their profile
information all at once.
Only two participants reported that they
would complete their profile later.

Recommendations:
➢ Keep the current profile creation set up as is, particularly the ability to opt in or opt out.
➢ Consider adding email authentication as a step to prevent emails being used to create accounts
without the approval of the end user.
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Most prefer to complete the Pet and Owner Profile immediately upon
registering.
Create Your Account

•
•

Some are unsure if all the fields are
required here.
While most said they would fill it out, a
few would leave their phone number or
address blank as they worry about “junk”
calls or mail.

Tell Us About Your Pet?

•

All understand options presented and
most would continue to add a pet
profile.

Add a Pet

•
•
•

These types of questions seem standard to most
and pose no challenge to moving forward.
Some want the option to add a 2nd pet in this
flow.
Some anticipate a “Profile Complete” pop up or
information on what to anticipate going forward
once they complete.

Recommendations:
➢ Continue to provide the option to opt of out creation to accommodate those who would prefer not to fill out this information
immediately.
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Day 2’s “Dashboard” is easier to use because the presentation of info and
CTAs are more prominent within the page.
Day 2’s approach to have the Paw Points Bank and Rewards Bank side by side
made them seem related, rather than like separate banks.

Day 1: Mobile

Day 2: Desktop

Many struggled to find the “Upload Receipt” button on Day 1’s mobile
version since it is in the bottom navigation where few think to look.
•

Some instead look in the “Transactions” sections to view past purchases,
assuming that eligible purchases would be automatically added and viewable.

Day 2’s button location and added language of “Upload your first receipt…”
direct users to upload their receipt. They were also more able to locate the
prompt in the top navigation for desktop.
The Wellness Tip is expected to include advice on how to take better care
of their pet using the information that they had submitted.
They value custom advice based on the current season/region, breed and
size of animal, past medications, and recent scientific discoveries.

Recommendations:
➢ Keep Day 2’s approach to have the upload receipt CTA within the page and to present Paw Points and Rewards Bank side-by-side.
➢ For the Wellness Tip, ensure relevance by targeting content to animal type (especially dog vs. cat) and seasonal information.
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The process for the “Upload Receipt” task is understood.
Dashboard

•

•

Most understand that rewards that are
redeemed remain in the points bank and
rewards bank but are not immediately sure of
how redemption works.
Some don’t anticipate having to upload a
receipt to earn rewards.

Step 1: Pick a Pet

•
•

Most miss the instruction to select the •
specific pet first.
Those who hadn’t completed pet
•
profile during sign-up understand to
complete it here.

Step 2: Product Details 1

Many understand they need to select the
participating product on their receipt.
Some are initially unclear they need to
select the participating product they
purchased.

Recommendations:
➢ If only one pet is entered, consider defaulting to having that pet already selected.
➢ For product information, remind users to look at the product package or their receipt to fill in specific info.
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While they can successfully complete the “Upload Receipt” task, some find
the steps to complete product info redundant.
Step 2: Product Details 2

•
•

It is clear how to complete
this page.
Many would refer to the
medication packaging or
labeling for dosage
information.

Step 3: Product Details 3

•
•

This section is
straightforward.
They understand to enter
another vet’s info, if needed.

Step 4: Proof of Purchase

•
•
•

Uploading a receipt is clear on
mobile – take a photo.
For desktop, one wondered what
file formats were permissible
(e.g. photo vs. PDF)
Some feel it is redundant to
answer product questions and
then upload the receipt.

Confirmation: Success!

•

The confirmation screen clearly
conveys that there is a wait to
receive rewards.

Recommendations:
➢ List approved file formats for the receipt upload.
➢ For the first-time users, consider explaining why they need to type in info already on their receipt. In the future, explore ways to
auto-populate information based on the scan of their receipt.
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The process for the “Order Card” task is clear and simple.
Complete Dashboard

•

•

The description of how to order a
reloadable card helps clarify the
redemption process a bit, but some
question why this information does
not come earlier in the process.
Some even question why a debit
card is necessary at all.

Confirm Address

•
•

Address confirmation is intuitive.
Those who did not want to give
their address previously are
comfortable doing so to receive a
physical card in the mail.

Customize Your Card

•
•

Customization is liked, and
•
many would upload a pet
photo.
Some assume they can choose
a background color and upload
a photo.

Success!

The info is clear, but
a few want to see
that will be in the
email here on this
screen.

Recommendations:
➢ Add additional clarification for “Order Card.” Consider keeping the “Upload Receipt” option in the same location on the page for consistency,
rather than removing for this task.
➢ For card customization, clarify if color vs. photos are a binary choice.
➢ On confirmation pages, consider providing tracking info, etc. in case of delays for emails.
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The “Load Card” task is intuitive but feels like a superfluous step.
Dashboard After
Ordering Card

•

•

Some assume the debit •
card will come preloaded and overlook
the load card prompt.
The text is helpful, but •
not all read
unprompted.

Select Value

Defaulting the selection
•
to the full available value
is desired, as most would
load the full balance.
Many question the need
to select a value in the
first place.

Please Confirm

This confirmation screen is •
appreciated by many in the
event of an error but some
feel it is an unnecessary
step if loading full value.

Success!

The success screen
and confirmation
email are as expected
but some desire
additional details on
this particular screen
around balance

Dashboard After
Loading Card

•

Many expect a way
to tell how much
balance is on the
card after loading to
understand if funds
are immediately
available.

Recommendations:
➢ After ordering a card, have the dashboard default to bulleted steps explaining the load card process.
➢ Default to full amount for loading card value. Consider removing confirmation page and incorporating into Select Value page.
➢ Add a history section (e.g. in Transactions) where total awards redeemed over the course of the program are tracked and are viewable.
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Mobile Stimuli Screens
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Mobile Stimuli Screens
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Mobile Stimuli Screens
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Mobile Stimuli Screens
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Meet the pet lovers! – In-Depth Interviews (New York City)
Gender

Employment

Age

Total Cats &
Dogs

Vet Visits Per Year

Marital Status

Household Income

John D.

Male

FT

62

3

Heavy - 8 per year

Married

$100-149K

Leslie P.

Female

FT

46

1

Light - 3 per year

Single

$100-149K

Michelle T.

Female

PT

32

4

Heavy - 8 per year

Single

$35K - 49K

David V.

Male

FT

51

1

Heavy - 4 per year

Married

$100K - 149K

Jose P.

Male

FT

25

1

Light - 1 per year

Single

$35K-49K

Female

FT

35

4

Light - 1 per year

Living w/ partner

$75K - $99K

Name

Danielle Q.
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Meet the pet lovers! – Remote Interviews (National Mix)
State

Segment

Gender

Employment

Age

Total Cats &
Dogs

Vet Visits Per Year

Marital Status

Household
Income

David M.

MA

NonCustomer

Male

FT

40

2

Heavy - 6 per year

Married

$100K - $149K

Mollie T.

CO

NonCustomer

Female

FT

39

1

Heavy - 4 per year

Single

$75K - $99K

Rosel E.

IL

NonCustomer

Female

FT

56

1

Light - 1 per year

Married

$60K - $74K

Frank K.

WA

Customer

Male

FT

58

1

Light - 1 per year

Single

$150K+

Matthew F.

FL

NonCustomer

Male

FT

32

2

Light - 3 per year

Married

$100K - $149K

Jaimie M.

SC

Customer

Female

FT

35

3

Heavy - 4+ per year

Married

$75K - $99K

Karen K.

CA

NonCustomer

Female

FT

25

1

Heavy - 5 per year

Single

$100K - $149K

Name
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